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THE INNOVATION 
 

Dr. Cohen and Dr Adar have isolated a novel colorless sun blocker compound. The 
compound, SH-401, is purified from Rhus coriaria (commonly called Sicilian sumac), an 
edible plant that is used as a spice. Importantly, SH-40 was shown to block UVA & UVB 
(including DNA damage) and rejuvenate the skin ECM. This technology addresses a 
$400M market (natural sunscreens). 
 
 
MARKET OPPORTUNITY: 
 

The application of sunscreens is a well-accepted global practice with proven benefits 
acknowledged by both professionals and end users. In total, the sun care segment 
accounts for 2% of the worldwide beauty and personal care market reaching $8.7bn in 
2013 and expected to reach $11.1bn by 2020, while sun protection accounts for nearly 
90% of total sun care segment ($9.9B). 
 
The natural sunscreens ~$400M market is experience surging sales. Natural sunscreen 
raw materials consist mostly of Titanium Dioxide and Zinc Oxide, termed as mineral sun-
blocking ingredients or physical screens, and are subjects to some safety issues related 
to systemic exposure to trace elements especially when those used as nanomaterials. 
These minerals exhibit both UVA and UVB protection by reflecting the radiation, while in 
a non-natural product used in combination with chemical absorbers. Moreover, mineral 
sunscreens leave a white residue on the skin, decreasing the customer’s satisfaction from 
the products.  Thus, the introduction of a novel natural and safe ‘green’ sunscreen is 
expected to penetrate the segment of natural sunscreens mostly as either as a standalone 
or as a complementary player. Moreover, the anticipated superior safety parameters and 
high SPF performance of sumac origin ingredient, compared to synthetic traditional 
sunscreens (see below), will serve as a sustainable competitive advantage. 
 
 
 

TECHNOLOGY: 
 

After an initial screen, an active compound (SH-401) with a 98% purity was isolated from 
of the Rhus coriaria, which fruit was used as a known spice. SH-401 was shown to have 
a higher SPF value than that of commercial UV filters, and has a high antioxidant capacity. 
Consequently, SH-401 molecular structure was characterized and the it was shown to 
block UVA & UVB. 

 
PROJECT STATUS 
 

SH-401 was shown to: 
1. Be safe and to attenuate UVB-induced damage 
2. Attenuate UVB-induced inflammation 
3. Attenuate UVB-induced DNA damage 
4. High SPF performance (compared to synthetic traditional sunscreens) 
5. Rejuvenate the skin ECM 

 
Principal Investigators 
 

Dr Guy Cohen main research interest is skin pathologies, protection against UVB -induced 
damage, establishment of bio alternative models, extrinsic aging of the skin, medicinal 
and cosmetic usage of novel herbal plants.  
 
Dr Shoshana Adar main research interest is synthesis of pharmaceutical active 
ingredients, protection against UVB-induced damage, identification isolation and 
characterization of natural compounds and scale up of chemical processes. 
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